
BENEFITS 

• Fewer gas changes 
result in decreased 
downtime and increased 
productivity 

• Eliminates the need for, 
and cost of, stocking 
several different mixtures 

• A single gas for dip, 
spray and pulsed appli
cations 

• Low sensitivity to weld
joint impurities 

• Strong welds with a 
smooth, clean finish 

• Used for vertical, 
horizontal and over
head welding 

• Reduced spatter means 
less cleanup 

ARGOSHIELD TC 
PENETRATION PROFILE 

SHIELDING GAS TECHNOLOGY 

Argoshield® TC Shielding Gas 
Total Capability Shielding Gas For 
Mild-Steel Applications 

Argoshield TC shielding gas can 
be used in an unusually broad 
range of dip, spray, and pulse 
transfer welding applications. 
This precision-blended mixture 
is designed for use on a variety of 
mild-steel thicknesses -from 
1/8 in. up to virtually any thick
ness used in conventional fabri
cating operations. For all-posi
tion welding of mild steel, 
Argoshield TC shielding gas 
delivers a high-quality weld, 
while optimizing cost. 

An Extremely Versatile Mixture 
Ideal for welding mild steels, 

Argoshield TC shielding gas 
produces a high-quality weld 
that is neat and smooth, as well 
as strong and durable. The versa
tile mixture can be used for ver
tical, horizontal and overhead 
welding. It also has a low sensi
tivity to weld-joint impurities. 
The gas mixture's versatility 
translates into higher productiv
ity and less downtime, since 
there is no need for welders to 
switch gases when the welding 
application changes. This can also mean 
lower cylinder inventory costs. 

Quality Welds 
Argoshield TC shielding gas is a mixture 

of argon, carbon dioxide and small, but pre
cisely controlled, amounts of oxygen. The 
argon promotes good arc starting and pro-

duces a quiet, smooth arc with excellent 
metal transfer and minimal spatter. Carbon 
dioxide produces a bowl-like penetration for 
a strong, tough weld. The addition of oxy
gen focuses the arc, increases droplet rate 
and creates a more fluid weld pool. The 
result is excellent penetration, total fusion, a 
smooth, flat weld bead and minimal spatter. 



Argoshield TC Shielding Gas 

The Advantages ofVersatility 
Welders will readily experience the advantages Argo

shield TC shielding gas provides over conventional 
shielding gases. Suited for welding both thick and thin 
steel, the gas promotes excellent bead wetting in out-of
positon dip transfer welding. It also allows for spray 
transfer where high travel speeds are critical. Since 
Argoshield TC shielding gas produces substantially less 
spatter than pure carbon dioxide, nozzles stay cleaner
a feature that is essential for both robotic and automatic 
welding-and less wire is used. The gas blend's versatil
ity allows its use in all mild-steel applications. 

Delivered To Meet Your Needs 
Airco Gases can supply Argoshield TC shielding gas 

to your site to suit your needs. Normal delivery is in 
high-pressure cylinders. However, for customers whose 
gas consumption is large enough, we can also install a 
cylinder manifold and gas piping system, or manifolded 
cylinder cradles. For larger gas users, liquid containers 
and bulk tanks are available. The gases are accurately 
blended using special mixing panels to give a final mix
ture of the correct proportions. 

Airco Welding Expertise Can Optimize Your Process 
With more than 650 locations nationwide, Airco's 

supplier network, which consists of both independent 
distributor and Airco-owned stores, is the largest in the 
U.S. An Airco team will review your operations and work 
with you to reduce your total costs by optimizing your 
weld process. 

For more information on how Airco can help you with 
your welding process, contact your local authorized Airco 
distributor, or call Airco's Shielding Gas product manager 
at (908) 771-1094. 

• Material- Mild steel, carbon manganese steel, 
low alloy steel 

• Thickness - lfs in. and up 

• Transfer Modes - Dip, spray and pulsed 

• Profile and Penetration- Smooth, clean bead with 
fuller penetration 
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MATERIAL THICKNESS (in.) 1/8 1/4 ' 1/4 -L 3/8 3/8 >3/8 >3/8 

TRANSFER MODE Dip Dip I Spray Dip Spray Dip ' Spray 

WIRE DIAMETER (in.) .045 .045 I .045 .045 .045 .045 .045 
-- -- · 

WIRE FEED SPEED (ipm) 115-170 125-160 260-290 I 125-160 275-310 125-160 I 390-475 
----

VOLTAGE(V) 17-19 17-18 26-28 i 17-18 26-28 17-18 28-31 

CURRENT(A) 120-160 140-160 250-270 I 140-160 270-310 140-160 290-330 


